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Interior designer Emma Grant has it all: a successful career, a loving family,
and a beautiful home. But when a devastating fire destroys her house and
everything in it, Emma's world is turned upside down. In the aftermath of
the fire, Emma must find a way to rebuild her life and find love again.

Emma's journey is not easy. She is haunted by the memories of the fire,
and she struggles to trust people again. But with the help of her friends and
family, Emma slowly begins to heal. She starts a new interior design
business, and she meets a new man, Jake, who helps her to open her
heart again.

But just when Emma's life is starting to come together, she is faced with a
new challenge. Her ex-husband, David, returns to town, and he wants
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Emma back. Emma is torn between her love for Jake and her past with
David. She must make a choice that will determine the rest of her life.

Love By Design Up In Flames is a gripping novel about betrayal,
redemption, and the power of love. Emma's journey is an inspiring story of
how one woman can overcome adversity and find love again.

Character Development

The characters in Love By Design Up In Flames are well-developed and
relatable. Emma is a strong and independent woman, but she is also
vulnerable and flawed. Her journey is one that many women can relate to.
Jake is a kind and supportive man, and he is the perfect partner for Emma.
David is a complex character, and his motivations are not always clear. He
is a man who is capable of both love and cruelty.

Setting

The setting of Love By Design Up In Flames is a small town in the Midwest.
The town is a close-knit community, and Emma's friends and family are
always there for her. The fire that destroys Emma's house is a turning point
in the novel, and it forces Emma to confront her past and her future.

Plot

The plot of Love By Design Up In Flames is engaging and suspenseful.
The novel is full of twists and turns, and the reader is never quite sure what
will happen next. The novel's climax is a heart-stopping moment, and the
ending is both satisfying and bittersweet.

Themes



The themes of Love By Design Up In Flames are betrayal, redemption, and
the power of love. Emma's journey is a story of how one woman can
overcome adversity and find love again. The novel also explores the
importance of family and friends, and the power of forgiveness.

Love By Design Up In Flames is a gripping novel about betrayal,
redemption, and the power of love. Emma's journey is an inspiring story of
how one woman can overcome adversity and find love again. The novel is
well-written and engaging, and the characters are well-developed and
relatable. I highly recommend Love By Design Up In Flames to anyone who
enjoys a good love story.
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